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Give metro riders something to do while waiting for their connection!
 
#RailtalkATL is a research project implemented in collaboration with 
MARTA’s Artbound program and Atlanta Design Festival. During the 
9-day period of the Design Festival, #RailtalkATL was implemented in 
public transport areas to enhance the joy of waiting while traveling,  
stimulating spontaneous dialogues and offering a platform for literary  
talent.
 
#RailtalkATL is a research into creating meaningful public transport  
waiting times. #RailtalkATL was founded in 2018 in The Nether-
lands as Stationstaal (a stations language) in collaboration with the NS 
(Dutch Railways).

The voice of the community

Location    : Midtown station and 
       West End Station 
       Atlanta, Georgia, USA
Company    : MARTA  
       (Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority)
Date of implementation  : 1st to 9th of june 2019
During    : Atlanta Design Festival 
Size letters    : 3,5 X 3,5 cm (1,37 X 1,37 Inches) 
Amount of letters printed  : 19.200 letters 
Approximate amount placed    : 15.000 letters
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Surfaces 

#RailtalkATL was implemented over the course of nine days on two 
MARTA metro and bus stations: Midtown station and West End station. 
The two stations were located in different socioeconomic areas; Midtown 
station being a commercialized area while West End station, a residential 
area.
 
For increased visibility of #RailtalkATL on the stations, multiple magnetic 
surfaces were placed on the walls of the bus stops outside the station 
and the metro platform inside the station. To interact with the magnetic 
surfaces inside, one first needs to purchase a ticket to enter the Metro 
platform. 
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Midtown
Midtown is an underground metro station in Atlanta, Georgia, serving the 
Red and Gold lines of the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority 
(MARTA) rail system. Located in Midtown Atlanta, 5,644 daily fares were 
collected at the gates as of 2013. 

It provides access to the Midtown business and financial district, The 
Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, Margaret Mitchell House, Georgia Tech, 
and Piedmont Park. It provides connecting bus service to Cumberland 
Mall, Georgia Tech, Emory University, Emory Decatur Hospital, Grady 
Memorial Hospital, The District at Howell Mill, Atlanta Medical Center, 
Ansley Mall, Lindbergh Center, Atlanta Botanical Garden, and Turner 
Broadcasting headquarters.

Source: Wikipedia
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West End

West End is an elevated rail station on the Red and Gold lines of the 
Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) rail system 
servicing the West End and most of Southwest Atlanta, including 
neighborhoods bordering Cascade Road and Metropolitan Parkway. The 
West End station opened on September 11, 1982. 7,056 daily fares were 
collected at the gates as of 2013. 

Bus service is provided at this station to Westend Medical Center, The 
Wren’s Nest, Hammonds House, The Salvation Army Evangeline Booth 
College, The Salvation Army Ray and Joan Kroc Center Atlanta, Atlanta 
Technical College, Atlanta Metropolitan College
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Is the language used at West End different as at Midtown station? Are 
certain slang and  “hot-topics” characteristic of the respective stations 
they’re found? Comparing most of the phrases and words written at the 
two locations, we noticed that at West End station, content pertains more 
toward religious and inspirational topics. 

Distinctive station slang
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Urge to express
At Midtown Station, four surfaces were placed. The protection foil was 
removed and the project explanation was posted the day before the 
start of the project. With no magnetic letters on the surface yet, passen-
gers began to express themselves with markers, having interpreted the  
explanation differently than intended.  
 
Before placing the magnetic letters, the surface had to be cleaned. After 
doing so, we provided  approximately 150 letters to stop others from 
using #RailtalkATL for its unintended purpose. Before the other parts 
were cleaned, people continued writing with markers. We concluded that 
if presented with an opportunity, passengers would feel compelled to 
express themselves even if it’s with their own tools.
 
The person in this picture offered us his Sharpie to write something.
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Morning ritual
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We started the day with a 15-minute debriefing session. We would  
document the surfaces and clean the messiest and most chaotic  
surface areas. We removed letters left over from incomplete  words. The  
removed letters were not taken off, but moved off to the far sides of the 
magnetic surfaces which became the location where unused letters were 
located. 
 
People would disassemble others’ content while looking for letters to 
write their own content. Sometimes, they didn’t look for their required 
letter in the available pool but rather, found it on the surface and removed 
it, negligent that it was already in use.
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A litle push...

Passenger interaction is necessary to fulfill the #RailtalkATL’s purpose. 
Without usage, passengers wouldn’t feel compelled to express themselves 
nor find it interesting. We had to adjust the project (from the original 
Stationstaal) to appeal to the local audience which meant there were certain 
aspects that were new to us as well. We formed hypotheses regarding the 
audience’s response and recorded our observations through gauging their 
reactions and interactions. The information that we gathered were used 
to develop the project during its run at the Festival for optimal usage.

The most crucial aspect of the project was to appeal to the passengers and 
give them a fulfilling experience. As such, we introduced the following 
elements to encourage MARTA passengers:

• Inviting local literary experts and artists to participate in working with 
   #RailtalkATL
• Using different types of magnetic letters for visual contrast
• Providing sentence starters to inspire passengers
• Using hashtags to garner social media and online presence
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Local influence
To stimulate passengers’ interaction , we invited local literary experts and 
artists such as musicians, spoken word artists and poets to visit and share 
their work with #RailtalkATL as a medium. The locals from West End 
attracted passengers in a playful manner and explained the project the 
way they liked to use #RailtalkATL. For two hours, the artists interacted 
with the project in specific predetermined locations with support if 
they required it. During this time, we spoke with the locals about their 
community, their habits and what they thought about the project.

We inferred that upon seeing the artists interact with the project, 
passengers would be less hesitant and perceive less harm to joining in to 
write something on the surface while they wait.
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Sorted
We compared the difference between sorting the letters alphabetically 
and having them in no particular order. How long would the letters stay 
in order? Would it result in greater usage? Would the unsorted letters 
result in spontaneous dialogue between travelers resulting in perception 
of shorter waiting time?

In no particular order
As our goal is to make this project as autonomous as possible, we don’t 
suggest sorting the letters on alphabetic order every day as it takes up 
time. Passengers don’t stop using #RailTalkATL if they can’t find the letter 
they need immediately. They come up with different solutions such as 
using a C sideways to substitute for a U and vice versa.
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Sharing is caring

If you don’t know what to write or hesitate to communicate what’s on 
your mind, the start of a phrase can compel you to start sharing. It provides 
a little push to share how your day is going or to share something you’ve 
never shared before.
 
9 out of 10 times, users don’t need a sentence starter to be inspired.
 
The sentence starters are printed on bigger magnets to visually create 
greater contrast to the smaller letters and the colors.
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Whats worth sharing?
People like taking pictures with their phone to save memories but where 
does it end? Do they share it on social media platforms such as WhatsApp 
and Instagram, or does it stay on their phone as a memory? 

We tried to encourage people to take pictures and share it on social media, 
but we observed how they took pictures for many different reasons. 
Some  reasons include:being surprised that this installation took place 
in a MARTA setting, simply taking a liking to the installation, a sentence 
or phrase  they saw resonated with them, saving a memory of their own 
creation. 
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Follow the #RailtalkATL
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People make 
the world 
Can we define a specific age demographic that is more likely to interact 
with the project than others or is #RailtalkATL for all ages? If one is writing 
and their train arrives, are they willing to delay travel to finish writing? 
Does #RailtalkATL give the travelers a better reason to travel and are they 
perceiving a lesser waiting time?
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Social correction
During the period of 9 days we had four incidents of words and phrases 
written that could be deemed as offensive.

When we saw an offensive phrase being written by a group of guys, we 
wanted to remove it. While documenting these instances, someone else 
walked by and did so before we were able to do it ourselves.
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Let it move around
How do the letters move within the station?

By directing our professional guests to write in different locations, we 
noticed that the other passengers were more compelled to explore 
and interact with different steel surfaces. While being on the stations 
to observe we noticed that people were happily surprised by seeing a 
sentence popping up outside the given magnetic surfaces. During the nine 
day period, several passengers approached us. One said that something 
made  them laugh in the morning and another said that after a hard day of 
work, it was nice to read something good somewhere they didn’t expect 
to. 
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Young or old, man or woman
Language is something for all ages and all people. This was made apparent 
to us by observing passengers’ interaction with #RailtalkATL. We have 
seen children, teenagers, adults and seniors sharing what was on their 
mind. We noticed that children like to write their name and parents 
enjoy taking photos of that. Adolescents like sharing quotes, tagging 
their  friend, and taking selfies to share. Other common content amongst 
adults is sharing inspirational quotes, names of their children and their 
motivations.
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Passive or active play
Writing, reading, taking photos or sharing what was written

MARTA passengers can  interact with #RailtalkATL in a variety of different 
ways. By giving them them liberty to freely use #RailtalkATL , they can 
decide how they feel about it without inhibition.
 
We divided users into two categories: passive and active. The passive 
user reads what was written and watches while others write which can be 
regarded as a meaningful way to pass time. 

The active user participates in the writing or sharing of thoughts. They 
read what was written, look for letters to make content, take selfies and 
share others’ creations. 
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Spontaneous dialogue
When the letters are not sorted alphabetically, it can create spontaneous 
conversation between passengers.  For example, when it is hard to find a 
letter, a passenger asked the neighbouring passenger,“Hey, could you hand 
that S over to me?”. Interaction with strangers could be an opportunity 
to learn more and foster relationships. When a passenger has a goal while 
waiting for their train to arrive, their time can be made more meaningful 
instead of feeling that it has been wasted.
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Waiting becomes fun
Are you willing to delay your travel to finish your phrase?

Waiting times for the bus are longer as they come less frequently than 
the metro.  We noticed that people are less willing to delay their trip to 
continue using #RailtalkATL upon the bus’ arrival.
 
Metro passengers would occasionally delay their trip by one train to finish 
what they were writing. During the day, the train arrived approximately 
every 7 minutes and these locations reflected that as the phrases, words 
and names were shorter than on other surfaces. When passengers exited 
the Metro, they would sometimes spend more time on writing which 
could mean #RailtalkATL gave them a reason to spend more time at the 
station.
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Eindhoven

Atlanta

Comparison
Differences between the people in Atlanta and in The Netherlands:

•   One of the more significant differences observed was the urge to tell 
     and share what was on one’s mind. In The Netherlands people loved 
     to play and showcase their literary talent. In Atlanta, we noticed that 
  #RailtalkATL became a medium for the community to express 
   themselves. An analog platform given to the locals by MARTA, 
     #RailtalkATL became an opportunity for the locals to tell what is good  
       or bad, to learn the happenings in their city and most notably, to share  
     their story with their community. 

•  MARTA passengers were more willing to let us photograph their  
     creations.

•        More inspirational quotes, recommendations, religious topics and social  
     topics. Less (personal) promotions.

•  Literary experts were more open to write, share and interact. 
 
•  in their city and most notably, to share their story with their  
      community. 
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Overall impressions
•  After the 9-day implementation we concluded that the project was a  
   success. People spent their waiting times interacting with the project  
   by letting their train pass to finish a phrase, engaging in conversation  
    with fellow passengers, and sharing inspirational quotes or something  
   on their mind. Frequent riders came back to write more, offensive  
    phrases were removed by others and letters that were thrown on the  
    floor would be picked up and placed back on the surface by others.

•    One of the questions asked most while talking to the MARTA employees 
   was regarding theft of the letters. Did a lot of letters get taken? We  
      noticed that letters were taken but it was less so than we had anticipated  
    and had experienced in The Netherlands.

The surfaces became an autonomous writing board for the community 
and in return, was taken care of as well. These results reflect in our 
opinion that #RailtalkATL is a good medium to create a more meaningful 
waiting time.
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Project movie

https://vimeo.com/355549098

https://vimeo.com/355549098
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Thank you
Atlanta Design Festival 
MARTA
Artbound
Flux Projects, 
Dutch Design Foundation
Nederlandse Spoorwegen
Stappers Law 
Studio Buiten Werking
Simon Bruins
Joanna Nguyen

#RailtalkATL is a project by Bouke Bruins and Wouter Corvers 
For more information please contact us 

info@boukebruins.nl or info@woutercorvers.nl


